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n    Gold prices rose yesterday, reversing early losses as the Chinese yuan
strengthened against the dollar after a report said the United States and China
were trying to restart negotiations to defuse a trade war.

n  In early trade, a stronger dollar and rising U.S interest rates had sent bullion
falling to its lowest in a week and a half. Gold turned positive on the idea that
there's a possibility of negotiating with China.

n      Spot gold rose 0.3 percent to $1,224.48 per ounce, rebounding after touching
its lowest since July 19. The precious metal is heading for a 2 percent monthly
decline. U.S gold futures for August delivery settled up $2.40, or 0.2 percent,
at $1,223.70 per ounce.

n The Chinese currency is preventing gold from dropping much further. The
Chinese yuan had been weakening against the dollar, pressuring greenback-
denominated gold. That pressure abated, providing gold some support.

n Some commodities prices have strengthened as the dollar has slowly retreated
from recent highs. The dollar was slightly higher versus a currency basket,
following a three-month streak of gains, with the U.S Federal Reserve set to
reaffirm the outlook for further gradual rate rises at the end of its two-day
monetary policy meeting on Wednesday.

n Higher U.S interest rates tend to boost the dollar, making dollar-priced  gold
more expensive for holders of other currencies. Rising equities tend to indicate
investor appetite for risky assets as opposed to traditional safe haven gold.

n The Fed is expected to keep rates unchanged, but solideconomic growth
combined with rising inflation are likely to keep it on track for another two hikes
this year even as President Donald Trump has ramped up criticism of its push
toraise rates.

The Gold markets did bounce yet again at the $1218

level yesterday, as it continue to see this market try

to form a longer-term base. Economists believe that

the market will eventually bounce longer-term, but

right now it also need to test this lower level. There is

a ton of support at the $1200 level, and of course there

are a lot of announcements of the next couple of days

it will influence the US dollar, the British pound, and

by extension Gold. Gold markets will be sensitive to

the Bank of England, the Federal Reserve, and of

course the jobs number on Friday. Ultimately, this is

a market that it will go higher but it should be very

cautious about position size and keep it rather small

or at the very least unlevered. Longer-term investors

are picking up cheap gold near the $1200 level, but

if it break down below there it�s likely that it could drop

down to the $1000 level.
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n A stronger dollar and rising U.S interest rates

continue to weigh, pushing speculators to hold

record short or sell positions

n Higher U.S interest rates tend to boost the dollar
and pressure gold

n The dollar edged up on the yuan and growth-

leveragedcurrencies

n A stronger dollar makes greenback-denominated

gold moreexpensive for holders of other currencies

n The trade tensions are also fuelling safe-haven

flows intothe dollar. The greenback still appears

to be the preferred safehaven rather than gold
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n       Oil slipped below $74 a barrel today, pressured by an industry report that U.S
stockpiles of crude rose unexpectedly and by higher OPEC production, adding
to indications of more ample supply.

n      The American Petroleum Institute said crude inventories rose by 5.6 million

barrels last week. Analysts had expected a decrease of 2.8 million. The U.S

government�s supply report is due.

n Brent crude LCOc1, the global benchmark, dropped 85 cents to $73.36 a barrel,
having fallen as low as $73.15. U.S crude CLc1 was down 73 cents at $68.03.
Oil futures had rallied on Monday, with WTI pushing back above the $70 level.

n A fresh dose of price angst has come from an unexpected source. The U.S

has been flying the flag for the drawdown in global oil stockpiles, yet the

rebalancing paused abruptly last week.

n Last month, Brent fell more than 6 percent and U.S crude slumped about 7
percent, the biggest monthly declines for both benchmarks since July 2016.
The OPEC, plus Russia and other allies, decided in June to ease supply cuts
that had been in place since 2017 after a glut was cleared.

n There is no indication that the U.S plans to walk back implementation of
sanctions targeting Iran�s oil industry, suggesting Iranian production should still
see significant declines through the end of the year.

n For the second time in two weeks, the 100-day moving average has served

as a launching pad for rallies above and beyond $70.00. The last rally from the

100-day peaked out versus $71.10, which will now serve as key resistance.

The WTI Crude Oil market has found the $70 level to

be far too much, as it has dropped over 2% early

yesterday in futures trading. The market has cleared

the $69 level, and now looks set to test the $68.50

level, and perhaps even lower levels than that. It�s

obvious that the oversupply of oil will continue to be

a major issue, and if the US dollar were to continue

strengthening, that could be a major problem for this

market as well. Market players believe that selling

rallies will continue to be the way going forward, as

crude oil has suddenly shifted attitude. Brent markets

rolled over pretty significantly during the trading session

as well, as the $75.50 level has offered too much

resistance. Breaking down below there to the $74.50

level, and perhaps even lower than that. The market

has been very shaky at the top of this range, and it

makes sense that it could see sellers coming back in.

n The barrel of WTI remains under heavy selling

pressure amid g loomy fundamenta ls

n Oil prices extended losses in post-settlement

trade, with U.S crude at $68.32 a barrel

n The U.S Dollar Index, which measures the

greenback against a basket of other currencies,

rose 0.1% to 94.42

n Prices gave back nearly all of their gains from a

day earlier

n Brent lost more than 6% in July, while U.S crude

futures slumped about 7%, the biggest monthly

decline for both benchmarks since July 2016
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n    Silver prices declined as the dollar index marked modest gains, ahead of
employment and manufacturing data from the US, while the Federal Open
Market Committee decides on interest rates and monetary policy today.

n Silver futures due in September declined 0.48% to $15.48 an ounce, while the
dollar index edged up 0.08% against a basket of major currencies to 94.63.
The silver market remains under pressure following stronger-than-expected
consumer confidence.

n Now markets await US employment data, with the private sector expected to
have added 186 thousand jobs in July, adding to the 177 thousand in June,
while the final manufacturing PMI reading by Markit is estimated at 55.5 in July,
same as before.

n The ISM version of the manufacturing PMI is expected at 59.4, down from 60.2
in June, while manufacturing prices are estimated at 75.5, down from 76.8, as
construction spending is expected to have risen 0.3% in June, slowing down
from 0.4% in May.

n Most importantly today, the Federal Open Market Committee will wrap up its
two-day policy meeting today, with analysts expecting no change to overnight
interest rates at a range 1.75% to 2.0%.

n      Chinese data showed the non-manufacturing PMI by the China Federation of
Logistics and Purchasing (CFLP) down to 54.0 in July from 55.0 in June, as
the manufacturing PMI also dipped to 51.2 from 51.5 in June, missing estimates
of 51.4.

n The silver market has struggled to find momentum and has been fairly volatile
so far this session. Consumers� assessment of present-day conditions improved,
suggesting that economic growth is still strong.

Silver markets continue to be very noisy yesterday

session was more of the same. Economists believe

there is a massive longer-term support level between

$15.50 and $15, so it makes sense that it would

continue to bounce. At this point, if it broke down

below the $15 level, then the market could break

down a bit more significantly. However, every time

it has tried to break down below the $15 level, the

buyers have come back into push this market to

the upside. Market players believe in buying silver

for the longer-term �buy-and-hold� investment, so

buy silver in its physical form these days. However,

CFD markets also offer the opportunity to scale into

your position as opposed to jumping into a futures

contract, which of course can be extraordinarily

volatile and expensive.

n Silver gained 0.3 percent at $15.53 an ounce,
poised to end the month down more than 3 percent

n Metals prices were mostly higher as a report that

China and the US were trying to restart trade

talks lifted sentiment

n Silver is sensitive to moves higher in both bond

yields and the U.S dollar

n The U.S and China are trying to restart talks on
trade to avert a full-blown trade war between the
world�s two largest economies

n September Comex silver was last down $0.042

at $15.495 an ounce
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